Introduction

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for nearly 85% of all lung cancer cases and is commonly diagnosed at an advanced stage of disease. Even those patients undergoing potentially curative surgery can experience a recurrence, including systemic relapse, within few years, suggesting the systemic nature of the disease also in those patients with seemingly localized NSCLC (1,2). Different
cytotoxic chemotherapy regimens are currently used to treat advanced NSCLC patients, but they only contribute with modest improvements in survival. During the last few years, the use of molecularly targeted agents, has dramatically improved the prognosis of lung cancer patients harboring specific oncogenic alterations, including EGFR mutations and ALK rearrangement. However, oncogene-directed therapies are currently used in the clinical setting only for relatively small subgroups of patients, mainly with adenocarcinoma histology. Furthermore, despite initial significant clinical benefit from EGFR- or ALK-tyrosine kinase inhibitors, patients will inevitably progress within 1–2 years, due to development of acquired resistance (3,4). Thus, additional treatment strategies that could obtain long lasting disease control without increasing toxicity are still needed. In recent years, further understanding of the interaction between the immune system and tumor growth has led to the development of several immunotherapies, with the goal to boost the host’s own immune anticancer response. These immunotherapies include immune checkpoint inhibitors, such as monoclonal antibodies directed against cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen-4 (CTLA-4) and programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1)/programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) pathway, which have demonstrated therapeutic efficacy in a variety of human malignancies, including those historically considered as non-immunogenic, including lung cancer (5-7).

Immune response and cancer
Cancer cells harbor different genetic and epigenetic alterations; thus, a number of antigens that are potentially recognized and eliminated by the immune system are commonly expressed by tumors. Thymus-derived lymphocytes (T lymphocytes, T cells) activation and expansion are necessary for an effective adaptive immune response. Particularly, the main anti-tumor immune effector cells are represented by interferon-γ (IFN-γ)-secreting T cells, which are able to inhibit and kill malignant cells, thus impeding tumor growth and spread of the disease. Spontaneous lymphocytic infiltration is frequently observed in a variety of human cancers and in numerous studies tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) have been correlated with a more favorable clinical outcome of patients and also with response to treatment, including chemotherapy and immunotherapy (8-13). This can be explained by the fact that a component of this T-cell infiltrate is represented by tumor antigen-specific T cells activated in response to the growing tumors which exert their effector functions to eliminate cancer cells. However, in this model of T-cell infiltrated tumors, these cells subsequently become functionally inhibited by the effects of PD-L1 and indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) expression on tumor cells, driven by IFN-γ, and by the activity of T-regulatory (Treg) cells, thus contributing to immune escape (14). Immunologic responses are initiated when the antigens, presented by antigen presenting cells (APCs) in peptides complexed with major histocompatibility (MHC) complexes, are recognized by the T-cell receptor (TCR). Dendritic cells (DCs) are the most powerful APCs that migrate to lymph nodes after contact with tumor antigens and activate a tumor-specific-T-cell response (15). However, this first signal is not sufficient for activation of naïve T-cells. Additional co-stimulatory signals are required and are provided by the binding of CD28 on the T-cell surface with specific molecules, B7-1 (CD80) and B7-2 (CD86), on the APC (16). Once the T-cells are activated, the immune response enters the effector phase and T cells are capable of recognizing and destroying antigen-expressing tumor cells. The efficacy and duration of T-cell response depends on the balance between co-stimulatory and inhibitory signals that are delivered by different T-cell surface receptors. Immune co-stimulatory molecules include CD28, CD137, glucocorticoid-induced tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor (GITR), OX-40 and inducible costimulator (ICOS). Negative regulatory molecules or immune checkpoint molecules prevent overstimulation of immune responses and include cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) and PD-1. These receptors interact with specific ligands of the B7 family: B7-1 (CD80) and B7-2 (CD86), that are present on APCs, but also on tumor cells. Immune checkpoints refer to molecules of inhibitory pathways that are crucial for maintaining self-tolerance and regulating the duration and amplitude of physiological immune responses against pathogens in periphery in order to avoid or minimize collateral tissue damage and inhibit chronic inflammation. CTLA4 and PD-1 represent the best characterized immune checkpoint receptors which deliver T-cell inhibitory signals (5,17). Inhibitory ligands are commonly overexpressed in APCs, tumor cells or other cells of the tumor microenvironment. Unfortunately, tumor cells can use these immune checkpoints as a defence mechanism. Indeed, it is well recognized that tumors, including lung cancers, are able to escape from immunosurveillance and maintain an immunosuppressive microenvironment through multiple mechanisms (18,19). These mechanisms include...
recruitment of regulatory cells (e.g., Treg cells, myeloid-derived suppression cells, and type 2 macrophages), production of molecules suppressing antitumor T-cell responses [e.g., interleukin-10 (IL-10), indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)], low antigen presentation and immunomodulation of T-cell response through down-regulation of co-stimulatory molecules or enhancement of co-inhibitory molecules (immune checkpoints) on T cells, other immune cells and tumor cells.

The role of immune checkpoint molecules

CTLA-4 is expressed exclusively on T-cells and shares identical ligands (CD80 and CD86) on APC with the T-cell co-stimulatory receptor CD28. When the TCR is engaged by a cognate antigen, CD28 binds CD80/CD86 and induces T-cell activation. However, CTLA-4 has a much higher overall affinity for both ligands and inhibits the activation of T-cells by competing with CD28 in binding CD80 and CD86 (5,20,21). CTLA-4 regulates the early stage of T-cell activation through additional mechanisms, such as recruitment and activation of the Src homology region 2 domain-containing phosphatase-2 (SHP2) and protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) via the YVKM motif in its cytoplasmatic domain. This results in attenuation of kinase signaling, such as PI3K/AKT pathway, induced by TCR and CD28 (22-25). CTLA-4 primarily regulates CD4+ T cells by downregulating the activity of T helper cells and enhancing the immunosuppressive activity of Treg cells.

PD-1 is an immune checkpoint receptor expressed by activated T cells as well as B cells and natural killer (NK) cells. Similarly to CTLA4, PD-1 is highly expressed on Treg cells and may enhance their proliferation. Unlike CTLA-4, PD-1 primarily inhibits T-cell activity in the effector phase within peripheral tissues and tumors (5,26-30). Upon antigen recognition, activated T cells upregulate PD-1 expression on their surface. Specifically, PD-1 is expressed on a large proportion of TILs from many cancers. PD-1 signaling involves binding to specific ligands, including PD-L1 (or B7-H1), PD-L2 (or B7-DC) (31,32). PD-L1 is expressed on macrophages and can be induced by inflammatory cytokines, mainly IFN-γ on different cell types, including cancer cells, epithelial cells of various tissues, lymphoid cells and myeloid cells. Numerous tumor types express PD-L1, including NSCLC, suggesting that this pathway is activated in different cancers to contribute to anti-tumor immune evasion. Structurally, PD-1 has a cytoplasmatic Immunoreceptor Tyrosine-based Inhibitory Motif (ITIM) as well as an Immunoreceptor Tyrosine-based Switch Motif (ITSM) and has been found to be capable of recruiting the phosphatases SHP-1 and SHP-2 (33,34). Specifically, after binding to the ligand, PD-1 is able to recruit SHP-2 to the ITIM domain, resulting in inhibition of downstream TCR and CD28 signaling, mainly PI3K/AKT pathway activation. The effects of PD-1/PD-L1 interaction are inhibition of T-cell proliferation, survival and effector functions (cytokine release and cytotoxicity), induction of apoptosis of tumor-specific T-cell and promotion of differentiation of CD4+ T-cells into Tregs. Excessive induction of PD-1 on T cells in the setting of chronic antigen exposure can induce an exhausted or anergic state in T cells, as demonstrated in PD-1 expressing TILs.

Other immune checkpoint molecules with potential relevant roles in anti-tumor immune response have been characterized. These include T-cell Immunoglobulin and Mucin domain-containing protein 3 (TIM3; also known as HAVCR2), lymphocyte activation gene-3 (LAG-3) and V-domain immunoglobulin suppressor of T-cell activation (VISTA) (17).

Inhibition of the immune checkpoint pathways has been shown to reverse cancer immunosuppression and activate T cells, thus enhancing anticancer immune responses.

PD-1/PD-L1 pathway inhibitors in lung cancer

Different monoclonal antibodies targeting either PD-1 or PD-L1 are currently in advanced phases of clinical development in patients with different tumor types, including lung cancer.

Anti-PD-1 drugs

Nivolumab is a fully human IgG4 monoclonal antibody targeting PD-1. Nivolumab disrupts negative signaling triggered by PD-1 binding to PD-L1 or PD-L2 and restores T-cell antitumor function. PD-1 is expressed on T cells as well as on many other immunologic cells, including B cells and NK cells, and therapeutic blockade of the PD-1 pathway may also influence the function of these cells (6). In a phase I nivolumab study, response rates were 18% in NSCLC, 28% in melanoma, and 27% in renal cell cancer. The drug was well-tolerated, with grade 3 or 4 adverse events observed in 14% of patients (35). Expansion cohorts of patients with heavily pretreated NSCLC demonstrated a response rate of 17%, with median duration of response of...
17 months. Responses were rapid, with 50% of responders detected at the first response evaluation (8 weeks after starting treatment). Response rates were similar in squamous and non-squamous NSCLC. Median progression-free survival (PFS) for responders was 20.6 months. Median overall survival (OS) was 9.9 months. Survival rates at 1-, 2- and 3-year were 42%, 24% and 18% respectively (36). Common side effects were fatigue, anorexia, and diarrhea (similar in frequency to the overall study population); grade 3-4 toxicity was found in 14% and pneumonitis in 7% of NSCLC patients (3% had grade 3/4 pneumonitis). Three treatment-related deaths occurred among patients with NSCLC, each associated with pneumonitis.

In a phase II trial enrolling patients with advanced squamous NSCLC who had received two or more prior treatments, nivolumab was associated with a 14.5% response rate after an 11-month follow-up, with 3.3-month median time to onset of response (37). Responses were durable, with 77% of responders presenting ongoing responses during the analysis. Some of these patients (59%) had durable responses of 6 months or longer. Phase III trials in NSCLC have now been completed and results have been reported. The phase III CheckMate 017 trial was stopped early in January 2015 following an assessment conducted by the independent Data Monitoring Committee demonstrating a superior 3-month OS of nivolumab compared with docetaxel in patients with advanced squamous NSCLC pretreated with platinum-based chemotherapy (38). The median OS was 9.2 months with nivolumab vs. 6.0 months with docetaxel [hazard ratio (HR), 0.59; 95% CI, 0.44 to 0.79; P<0.001]. The response rate was 20% with nivolumab vs. 9% with docetaxel (P=0.008) and the median PFS was 3.5 months with nivolumab vs. 2.8 months with docetaxel (HR, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.47 to 0.81; P<0.001). The toxicity profile of nivolumab was more favourable than docetaxel. Benefit was independent of PD-1 expression. Recently, according to the results of the CheckMate 057 trial, nivolumab has been demonstrated to be the first PD-1 inhibitor to significantly improve OS in comparison with docetaxel (12.2 vs. 9.4 months; HR 0.73; 95% CI, 0.59 to 0.89; P=0.002), in previously treated patients with advanced non-squamous NSCLC with 27% reduction in risk of death and significantly improved overall response rate. In this study, tumor PD-L1 expression was found to be predictive of nivolumab benefit (39). Other studies are ongoing, including the phase III trial comparing nivolumab to chemotherapy in first-line PD-L1-positive metastatic NSCLC (CheckMate 026, NCT02041533) and a phase I multi-arm trial testing the safety and efficacy of nivolumab in NSCLC in combination with ipilimumab or standard chemotherapy or erlotinib or bevacizumab (CheckMate 012, NCT01454102).

Pembrolizumab (MK-3475), is a monoclonal anti-PD-1 humanized IgG4 antibody approved for the treatment of metastatic melanoma. Results from a phase I study in previously treated and untreated patients with advanced NSCLC showed that pembrolizumab was generally well-tolerated and provided robust antitumor activity. Overall response rate was 19.4% by RECIST 1.1 and the median duration of response was 12.5 months. Median PFS and OS were 3.7 and 12 months respectively. A proportion score of at least 50% of PD-L1 expression was associated with a higher response rate and longer PFS and OS than was a proportion score of less than 50%, which indicates that this is a subgroup of patients in whom the PD-L1 pathway can be successfully targeted. The toxicity profile was acceptable, with 9.5% of patients experiencing ≥ grade 3 adverse events. Pneumonitis of grade 3 or greater was observed in nine patients (1.8%), including one (0.2%) who died (40). Other trials are ongoing, including a phase II/III trial comparing 2 dose levels of pembrolizumab with docetaxel in PD-L1 positive NSCLC patients who have received ≥ one prior treatment regimen (NCT01905657) and other studies that compare pembrolizumab to platinum-based chemotherapy combinations as first-line treatment for PD-L1 positive NSCLC patients (NCT02142738 and NCT02220894).

Anti-PD-L1 drugs

Targeting PD-L1 with specific monoclonal antibodies has also shown to be a very promising approach similar to targeting PD-1. However, PD-L1 inhibition may result in different biological effects than those obtained from targeting PD-1: first, PD-L1 antibodies do not prevent PD-1 from interacting with PD-L2, although the effect of this interaction remains to be determined; second, PD-L1 blockade could also prevent the interaction of PD-L1 with the B7-1, thus suppressing an additional negative control on T cells (6,41).

BMS-936559 was the first anti-PD-L1 antibody demonstrating activity in a variety of advanced solid tumors. In a phase I trial, BMS-936559 treatment of NSCLC was associated with an objective response rate (ORR) of 10% (5 of 49 NSCLC patients evaluable: four patients with the non-squamous and one with the squamous subtype). Three of these patients had responses lasting at least 24 weeks.
Stabilization of disease at 6 months was observed in 12% of patients. In the overall patient population, grade 3 or 4 toxic effects related to treatment occurred in 9% of patients (42).

MEDI4736 is an engineered human IgG1 monoclonal antibody that blocks PD-L1 from binding to PD-1, thus allowing T cells to recognize and kill malignant cells. Interim results from the NSCLC cohort of an ongoing phase I, first-in-human study in patients with advanced solid tumors (NCT01693562), showed preliminary clinical activity of MEDI473 (43). At data cut-off, 155 NSCLC patients were treated with the drug in the dose escalation and expansion cohorts, of whom 143 received 10 mg/kg every 2 weeks. The majority of patients had received one prior systemic treatment and had non-squamous NSCLC. Early and durable activity was observed in both squamous and non-squamous NSCLC. Response rate by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) was 13% and preliminary data indicated that PD-L1 expression may correlate with response and disease control rate. The drug was well tolerated, with no adverse events leading to discontinuation and low rates (4%) of grade 3/4 adverse events. No drug-related colitis and no grade 3/4 pulmonary toxicities were observed (43).

Ongoing trials are evaluating MEDI4736 in different settings of disease, including a phase III trial of the drug following concurrent chemoradiotherapy for unresectable stage III NSCLC (NCT02125461) and a phase III trial for pretreated, advanced NSCLC patients to test the combination of MEDI4736 with tremelimumab for PD-L1-negative patients and MEDI4736 as a single agent for PD-L1-positive patients vs. chemotherapy (NCT02352948).

Atezolizumab (MPDL3280A) is another engineered IgG anti-PD-L1 antibody, with modified Fc domain that prevents antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, that has shown activity in NSCLC. In a phase I trial, an ORR of 22% was observed in patients with previously treated metastatic NSCLC, with both squamous and non-squamous histology, including several patients exhibiting rapid tumor shrinkage (44). All responses were ongoing or improving at the time of analysis and the 24-week PFS was 46%. The safety profile was tolerable with no grade 3/4 pneumonitis. In an updated analysis of the phase I trial, 85 patients with NSCLC were included in the safety analysis and 53 in the efficacy analysis. The ORR in the NSCLC cohort was 23% and all responses were maintained for the duration of treatment (median 48 weeks). Interestingly, the authors reported a higher ORR of 26% for patients who had smoked as compared with patients who had never smoked (ORR =10%). This could be explained by evidence demonstrating that, in comparison with non-smokers, smokers might bear tumors with a high mutation rate, significantly increasing their immunogenicity (45).

**Biomarkers of response to PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors**

Identification of predictive biomarkers to select patients for immune therapies is currently being investigated; however it is difficult to establish the role of a single biomarker due to the complexity of the immune response which involves a great amount of interrelated molecules and immune cells, each of which dealing with a different crucial activity. Because of the role of PD-1/PD-L1 pathway in downregulating the activity of effector T cells within tumors and peripheral tissues, most biomarker investigations have focused on tumor microenvironment components. Tumor microenvironment is defined as being characterized by the crosstalk between different cell types, including tumor cells, inflammatory cells, T cells, B cells, NK cells, myeloid cell populations, tumor-associated fibroblasts (TAFs) and stromal cells. The most studied biomarker has been PD-L1 expression on tumor cells, due to its crucial role in immune response modulation by inhibiting the activity of tumor infiltrating cytotoxic T cells, thus creating a local immunosuppressive milieu.

Several studies have demonstrated that patients whose tumors express PD-L1, as detected by immunohistochemistry, have higher response rates to PD-1/PD-L1 blockade therapy than patients who do not express PD-L1 (35,40,43,45,46). As commented above, activated tumor antigen-specific T cells produce interferons which induce PD-L1 expression on tumor cells. The presence of pre-existing PD-1 positive T cells with tumor antigen specificity which become inactivated upon binding with PD-L1 is crucial for responses to PD-1 blockade therapy (acquired immune resistance) (5). This mechanism differs from others in which tumor PD-L1 expression is not correlated to the presence of effector cells and to PD-1 expression on these cells. Indeed, tumor cells can activate PD-L1 expression independently of inflammatory signals via multiple oncogenic signaling pathways, including PI3K/AKT, ALK/STAT3, MEK/ERK/STAT1 (defined as innate immune resistance) (47-49).

However, in many of these trials, albeit at a lower rate, responses have also been observed in patients with PD-L1-negative tumors, suggesting that other factors could explain immunotherapy activity in this subgroup of patients. In a seminal study exploring the predictive
value of multiple immune biomarkers in pretreatment samples from nivolumab-treated patients with different advanced solid tumors, PD-L1 expression on tumor cells emerged as the strongest predictive factor associated with response to the antibody (46). The presence of TILs was not demonstrated to be predictive of anti-PD-1 response, in contrast to others demonstrating a correlation of the numbers of TILs with nivolumab activity in melanoma (13). In a recent study, Herbst et al. observed that the association of PD-L1 expression by infiltrating immune cells with objective response to the anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibody MPDL3280A was stronger than that with tumor PD-L1 expression, suggesting that a pre-existing T-cell activity suppression could be crucial in mediating response to the anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibody (50). However, results in terms of PD-L1 expression predictivity to immunotherapies are difficult to interpret, because of the lack of a standardized immunohistochemistry assay, different cut-off levels to determine PD-L1 positivity, variability in the timing of biopsy collection, in sample processing and preservation across all the reported studies. In addition, tumors are heterogeneous and the sample used for the assay may not be representative of the whole tumor. Other potential predictive biomarkers of response to immunotherapies have been identified, including the presence of CD8+ T-cell infiltration and the expression of PD-L1 and PD-1 in immune cells at the invasive tumor margin that correlated with response to pembrolizumab in melanoma (51). Recent evidence suggests that response to immunotherapies may rely on a tumor specific genomic landscape. Indeed, every tumor contains a variable number of somatic mutations and some tumors, including melanomas and lung cancers, are characterized by very high numbers of somatic mutations associated with environmental exposure to ultraviolet light and smoking. Somatic mutations can generate neoantigens within tumors that can trigger specific immune responses. A higher mutational load as assessed by whole-exome sequencing in NSCLC samples from patients was strongly associated with response to pembrolizumab. Efficacy was also correlated with a molecular smoking marker, specific DNA repair pathway mutations, and a higher burden of candidate neoantigens (52). Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been correlated with cancer progression, metastasization and drug resistance. In a recent work, it was demonstrated that EMT is correlated with CD8+ TIL immunosuppression and metastasis through a mechanism involving ZEB1 and miR-200 loss that controls PD-L1 expression in lung cancer cells (53).

**TGF-β signalling pathway**

The TGF-β superfamily are cytokines that bind to a heterodimeric receptor complex consisting of type I (TβRI, activin-line receptor kinase family) and type II (TβRII) transmembrane serine/threonine kinase receptors. TGF-βs are secreted by tumor cells, immune cells and other nonhematopoietic cells; three isoforms of TGF-β have been identified of which TGF-β1 is predominantly expressed in the immune system (54). The TGF-β ligands and receptors are widely expressed in different tissues and tumors, playing an important role in the maintenance of immune homeostasis and the coordination of responses to injury and stress. Unlike most cytokines, TGF-β is synthesized as an inactive precursor, which forms a homodimer that interacts with its latency-associated peptide (LAP) and a latent TGF-β-binding protein (LTBP), forming a larger complex called the large latent complex (LLC). The TGF-β activation process involves the release of the LLC from the extracellular matrix (ECM), followed by further proteolysis of LAP to release active TGFβ to its receptors. Matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2), MMP9 and thrombospondin 1 (THBS1) are known to cleave latent TGF-β. Alternatively, interaction with integrins or pH changes in the local environment are known to activate latent TGF-β and free active TGF-β (55). Binding of TGF-β with the heterodimeric receptor complex activates intracellular signaling involved in the control of crucial mechanisms, including proliferation, differentiation, migration, invasion, EMT, ECM remodelling and immune-suppression (56). Intracellular signal transduction is mediated by phosphorylation of specific transcription factors known as Smads (57). Phosphorylated Smad2 and Smad3 combine with Smad4 to modulate gene transcription by entering the nucleus, binding to the target genes promoters and recruiting histone acetyl transferase or histone deacetylase. Smad7 is a negative regulator of the Smad signalling pathway, that binds to ubiquitin specific peptidase 15 (USP 15) as a complex with SMAD specific E3 ubiquitin protein ligase (SMURF2), leading to enhanced TGF-β signalling. Other Smad-independent signalling molecules and pathways can be regulated by TGF-β, including Ras-Mek-Erk, Rho GTPase, PI3K/AKT, TGF-β-activated kinase 1 (TAK1), p38, JUN N-terminal kinase (JNK) and nuclear factor-κB. (NF-κB) (58). TGF-β is a pleiotropic
cytokine that exerts its function on several cell types; therefore, dysfunction of TGF-β signalling could play a role in multiple biological processes and pathologies, including carcinogenesis, fibrosis, wound healing and immune responses (54,55,59-61).

The role of TGF-β in immune response

TGF-β has a pivotal role within the immune system; it is mainly involved in suppressing the immune response in the periphery, thus maintaining immune self-tolerance and preventing autoimmune disease. Therefore it has been correlated with host immunosurveillance inhibition. As a pleiotropic cytokine, TGF-β maintains immune homeostasis through regulation on essentially every cell type of the innate and adaptive immune system (Figure 1). Specifically, TGF-β suppresses the proliferation, differentiation and effector functions of multiple immune cell types, especially T lymphocytes, and induces the generation of immunosuppressive cells or phenotypes (55,62). Experiments in transgenic mice have demonstrated the critical role for TGF-β in regulating suppression of conventional CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. A direct correlation between the frequency of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) in TILs, mainly activated cytotoxic CD8+, and the OS has been demonstrated in patients with different types of cancer (9-12,63). TGF-β signalling dampens tumor-specific CTLs function and frequency in tumors and blocking TGF-β signalling on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells is associated with a strong antitumor response due to enhanced proliferation and activity of tumor-specific CTLs (62,64).

TGF-β has been demonstrated to exert its activity by regulating T cell proliferation, differentiation and survival through multiple mechanisms. TGF-β has been shown to suppress T-cell proliferation through Smad3 transcription factor-dependent blockade of the production of IL-2, which is a known cytokine able to activate T cells, NK, and other types of cells of the immune system (54,65). However, other IL-2-independent mechanisms involved in T-cell proliferation inhibition have been described, including Smad3 binding to myc-promoter and decreased expression of other cell-cycle promoting factors and up-regulation.
of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors, including p15 and p21 (54,66). TGF-β markedly suppresses the “cytotoxic program” of CTLs through transcriptional repression of genes encoding key proteins involved in the effector functions, including perforin, granzymes, IFN-γ and other cytotoxins (62,67). Recently, one of the mechanisms involved in T cell unresponsiveness driven by TGF-β has been described in cancer cell lines and mice models (68). In this study, upregulation of the forkhead box protein 1 (Foxp1) was demonstrated in human and mouse tumor-infiltrating effector CD8+ T cells. Foxp1 inhibited T-cell proliferation and impaired T-cell effector functions by decreasing cytolytic Granzyme-B and IFN-γ production in response to antigens. These effects were mediated by interaction of Foxp1 with Smad2 and Smad3, induced in response to microenvironmnetal TGF-β. These results suggest Foxp1 is required for the suppressive activity of TGF-β on CD8+ T cells, including transcriptional repression of c-myc and c-jun (68).

TGF-β also contributes to immunosuppression because of its significant impact on CD4+ T-cell differentiation and functions. Indeed, TGF-β, as well as other suppressing cytokines present at high concentrations in tumor microenvironment, have a crucial role in inducing Treg cells generation (55,62). Tregs are diverse populations of lymphocytes that physiologically maintain peripheral tolerance and immune homeostasis. These cells are found at higher frequencies in peripheral blood, lymph nodes and tumor sites of cancer patients and can suppress antitumor immune response (54,62,69). Tregs are divided mainly in two distinct subsets: natural Treg (nTreg) cells and adaptive or induced Treg (iTreg). nTreg are thymus-derived T cells that arise during early stages of human fetal development and maintain self-tolerance in an antigen-independent manner. iTreg cells, which include a great variety of cells stimulated by different cytokines, are induced in the periphery (iTreg) from naïve T cells in response to self- or tumor-antigens stimulation (70,71). Tregs are CD4+ cells characterized by the expression of CD25, the alpha chain of IL-2 receptor. The expression of transcription factor Foxp3 has been demonstrated to be necessary for the development and proper function of these cells (71,72). nTreg also express other markers, including adhesion molecules, CTLA-4, PD-1, chemokine receptors (CCR7, CXCR4), CD28 and GITR-related protein (5,71,73). These cells are able to suppress proliferation and cytokine secretion of conventional CD4+ effector T cells and they can also suppress other immune cell types, including CD8+ T cells, NK cells, monocytes/macrophages, B cells (71,74).

Different studies in vitro have demonstrated that TGF-β induces up-regulation of Foxp3 expression in T cells stimulated via TCR, thus generating cells with suppressive properties (iTreg). IL-2 is necessary for the conversion of naïve T cells to Foxp3+ T cells (75,76). NF of activated T cells (NFAT) and Smad3 are crucial for Foxp3 induction in iTregs, however, Foxp3 expression can also be positively regulated by relief from GATA-3 mediated transcriptional inhibition of its promoter by competition with the TGF-β-induced Id3 (77,78). TGF-β could be involved in generating Tregs in vivo and may assist these cells in suppressing CTL effector function in the tumor microenvironment, as demonstrated in mouse models (54,62). High levels of Tregs within tumors have been correlated with poor prognosis in several tumor types, including lung cancer (79–81), but the role of TGF-β in Tregs generation in cancer patients remains to be determined. Since several tumors can produce TGF-β, the induction of Treg cells by this cytokine might be a mechanism by which tumors escape the antitumor immune response, thus suggesting new potential anti-tumor immunotherapeutic strategies. However, by using microarray techniques, it was demonstrated that the signature of genes expressed by TGF-β-induced-Foxp3+ T (iTreg) cells differed from that of nTreg, suggesting the need for further studies before assessing their potential role for therapeutic approaches to human diseases (75).

In addition, TGF-β inhibits Th1 and Th2 cell differentiation which are crucial in increasing the CTL-mediated antitumor response and, together with IL-6, promotes Th17 cell differentiation (55,82,83). It is presumed that IL-6 inhibits Tregs development with stimulation of Th17. TGF-β, coordinating with IL-21, induces CD4+, CD25+ Tregs that counterbalance the effect of IL-6. Th17 is a newly defined Th-cell population that expresses IL-17 and regulates leukocyte recruitment and activation. However, the functions of Th17 cell types in tumor biology remains controversial and also the role of TGF-β in Th17 differentiation has been debated in more recent studies (55,84). TGF-β has been demonstrated to also affect B-cell, by suppressing their proliferation and modulating their activation and secretion of Immunoglobulins (62).

DCs are the most powerful antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and they are able to initiate antigen-specific immune responses by presenting antigens to T cells and by activating B and NK cells. DCs are at the center of the immune system owing to their ability to control both tolerance and immunity (85). Upon stimulation, DCs up-
capacity is increased by TGF-β. DCs are able to promote the formation of Tregs and this CC-chemokine ligand 5 (CCL5) (62,86). These tolerogenic tumor escape from immune system. to the generation of a local immune suppressive milieu and may result in inhibition of T-cell activation and contribute to the generation of a local immune suppressive milieu and tumor escape from immune system.

In in vitro experiments exploring the role of TGF-β in lung tumor microenvironment, TGF-β also upregulated the expression of immune modulation molecules, including PD-L1 and GITR-related protein ligand, on DCs (90). In a recent work, TGF-β was shown to upregulate PD-L1 expression on DCs via activation of STAT3 phosphorylation and signaling activation (91). Several studies have linked PD-L1 expression on DCs with the induction of immune tolerance and tumor evasion from immune response. The binding of PD-L1 with PD-1 expressed on T cells is responsible for T-cell immune activity suppression. PD-L1 expression has been demonstrated to be linked to the development and activation of Tregs. In this study, TGF-β-DCs were able to induce CD4+, CD25+, Foxp3+ Treg generation and apoptosis of T cells, thus diminishing the ability of DCs to activate a tumor-antigenic specific CTL response. A positive correlation between Treg percentage and PD-L1 expression was found (91).

With respect to innate immunity system cells, TGF-β inhibits NK-cell proliferation and function. TGF-β directly suppresses IFNγ production by NK cells through transcriptional effects of SMAD3 on the IFNγ promoter (92). Furthermore, TGF-β inhibits Nkp30 and NKG2D receptor expression, resulting in decreased NK-cell cytolytic activity (93,94).

TGF-β also has a role in regulating myeloid lineage cells within tumors. Solid tumors are composed of approximately 50% macrophages and high levels of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are correlated with poor cancer prognosis. TAMs are a heterogeneous population and are typically divided in different phenotypes with different activities: M1 are activated by IFN-γ and lipopoly saccharide (LPS) and are efficient at presenting antigens and have immunostimulating activity by secretion of active cytokines, including IL-12; in contrast, M2 include a variety of macrophages exerting suppressive function, that are mainly involved in wound healing and promote angiogenesis and tumor progression, similar to myeloid-derived suppressor cells; M2 are mainly induced by IL-10, IL-4 and IL-13 (95-97). TAMs acquire their phenotype by expressing high levels of TGF-β, IL-10, CXC-chemokine ligand 10 (CXCL10) and CXCL9 and other IFN-γ-responsive genes. In skin cancer, TGF-β recruits TAMs and this contributes to immune escape and tumor progression (98). TGF-β promotes M1 to M2 phenotype differentiation and this can be associated to down-regulation of NF-kB expression and activation (62). TGF-β also affects neutrophils migration and cytotoxicity (99,100). Neutrophils have important functions during inflammation and, although their role in tumor progression needs to be determined, those infiltrating tumor associated neutrophils (TANs) are polarized into two different phenotypes (N1 and N2), similar to TAMs. N2 cells promote tumor angiogenesis and metastasis and produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and pro-inflammatory cytokines that inhibit the antitumor immune response by leading to oxidative damage and inhibition of T-cell function. TGF-β has been demonstrated to influence polarization of neutrophils within tumor microenvironment (62,101).

Gr-1+, CD11b+ immature myeloid cells are also called myeloid derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and play an important suppressive effect through inhibition of T-cell activation but also NK, DCs and B cells, through the production of arginase and ROS. Tumors utilize numerous pathways to inhibit immune responses, including the elaboration of immune-suppressive mediators such as prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), TGF-β, IL-10, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), IL-6 and stem cell factor (SCF), which recruit and/or activate MDSCs. Solid tumors contain MDSCs that maintain an immune-suppressive network in the tumor microenvironment and compromise the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy (102,103). MDSCs could also affect tumor progression; in fact, they produce high levels of MMPs and TGF-β and contribute to tumor growth, neovascularization and metastasization (104,105).
The role of TGF-β in tumor progression and EMT

High levels of TGF-β are produced by many hematologic and solid tumors, including breast, colon, liver and lung and TGF-β overexpression has been correlated with metastasis, poor prognosis and resistance to therapy. In addition, mutations of TGF-βRs as well as Smad proteins have been found in several cancer types (54,59,106). During tumorigenesis, TGF-β acts both as a tumor suppressor in earlier stages and as a tumor promoter during later stages (54,107-109); the mechanisms underlying this dual role remain to be elucidated. In early stages, TGF-β can suppress tumorigenesis by inhibiting cell cycle progression and stimulating apoptosis. In contrast, it has been reported that later stages of cancer progression are characterized by increased expression or activation of the TGF-β pathway by tumor cells in which it contributes to modulate cancer-inducing processes. One of the hallmarks of cancer is that the vast majority of cases exhibits insensitivity to TGF-β-mediated growth inhibition. TGF-β is involved in EMT induction, angiogenesis and metastasization. As mentioned above, EMT enhances cellular migration and invasive properties, as cell migration requires loss of cell-cell contacts and acquisition of fibroblastic characteristics. EMT can also be associated with the acquisition of cancer “stem cell-like” properties and, therefore, more aggressive tumor cells and worse response to treatments, including radiotherapy and chemotherapy (110,111). Recently, NSCLC samples with EMT features, as determined by a specific gene expression signature, were found to be strongly associated with upregulation of multiple immune-activating and immune-modulatory molecules, including IL-6, IL-10, CTLA-4, IDO, compared to epithelial NSCLC samples. In addition, EMT was associated with higher expression of PD-L1 on tumor cells, suggesting that immunotherapies targeting immune checkpoints might be beneficial for these subgroups of NSCLC patients with mesenchymal characteristics (112).

The anti-tumor immunity suppression by TGF-β may contribute importantly to cancer progression and resistance to existing therapies. In experiments in melanoma cell lines and murine model, a correlation between hypoxia-induced upregulation of the stemness-associated transcription factor Nanog, TGF-β and immunosuppression has been demonstrated (113). Hypoxia is commonly observed in tumor microenvironment and it is responsible of acquisition of stem-cell like properties by tumor cells and promotion of tumor tolerance through regulation of multiple immune cells. Nanog was involved in the control of tumor growth following treatment with specific therapeutic vaccination (114). The same group demonstrated that hypoxia-induced Nanog correlated with acquisition of stem cell-like properties in tumor cells. Furthermore, under hypoxic conditions, it enhanced TGF-β expression by binding with its promoter and, through TGF-β, promoted the differentiation of CD4+ T naïve cells into Tregs and the macrophages immunosuppressive phenotype. Nanog targeting significantly reduced Tregs and macrophages and increased CD8+ T effector cells infiltrating in tumor bed, thus suggesting new potential strategies to enhance immune therapies.

Conclusions

Immune checkpoint inhibition is a promising strategy in lung cancer, inducing durable responses with manageable toxicities. However, the modest ORR suggests the need to further improve their therapeutic efficacy. To this aim, it is of paramount importance to identify predictive biomarkers to select target patients that may most benefit from checkpoint blockade. Immune response is regulated by many molecules and immune cells within the tumor microenvironment, which can also have a role in modulating response to anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibodies. PD-L1 expression in tumor cells has emerged as the most promising candidate for predicting response to these drugs, however, the lack of PD-L1 expression can not be relied upon to exclude patients from these highly effective immunotherapeutic approaches. The role of other components of tumor microenvironment in modulating the response to anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 antibodies is being deeply investigated. TGF-β is a tolerogenic cytokine that is frequently overexpressed in aggressive cancers and plays a crucial role in the maintenance of immune homeostasis and in tumorigenesis. Its pivotal function is to suppress the immune response in periphery through its multiple effects on several cell types. TGF-β has suppressive effects on Th1 and cytotoxic T-cells, while promoting the generation and activity of Treg cells. In innate immunity, TGF-βs increase the suppressive activity of monocytes/macrophages by promoting polarization towards an M2 phenotype and decrease the cytotoxicity of NK cells. In addition, TGF-β affects antigen presentation by DCs by modulating the expression of MHC II and also induces upregulation of immune modulating molecules, including PD-L1, with the induction of immune tolerance and tumor evasion.
from immune response. Furthermore, TGF-β has been correlated with EMT phenotype that can play a crucial role in cancer progression and resistance to treatments. Recently, lung cancers with EMT phenotype have been demonstrated to have higher expression of PD-L1 and other markers of inflammatory response. A close relation exists between the immunologic system, hypoxia, acquisition of stemness properties, and EMT induced by TGF-β, thus suggesting new opportunities for enhancing immune therapies. Although some evidence suggests a potential role for TGF-β in modulating response to specific anti-PD-1/PD-L1 monoclonal antibodies, due to the pleiotropic activity of TGF-β, its role in immunoresistance is highly complex and context-dependent and still needs to be explored. Indeed, preclinical studies have shown that TGF-β antagonists can significantly suppress tumorigenesis and/or metastasis by effective antitumor immunity reactivation mechanisms. For the same reasons, TGF-β antagonism can be able to improve the efficacy of immunomodulatory chemotherapy and of immunotherapeutic agents. Understanding the intricate signalling pathways and multiple biological processes controlled by TGF-β could provide new insights about the role of microenvironment during immune response. However, the role of TGF-β inhibitors, also in association with vaccines or anti-PD-1/PD-L1 or CTLA-4 specific antibodies and the optimal timing of administration of these immunotherapies in the clinical setting still need to be determined.

Beyond TGF-β, deeper understanding of the immune features of lung cancers will contribute to the identification of more reliable predictive markers for assessing response to checkpoint inhibitor therapy.
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